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*e data mining and big data technologies could be of utmost importance to investigate outbound and case datasets in the
police records. New findings and useful information may potentially be obtained through data preprocessing and mul-
tidimensional modeling. Public security data is a kind of “big data,” having characteristics like large volume, rapid growth,
various structures, large-scale storage, low density, and time sensitiveness. In this paper, a police data warehouse is
constructed and a public security information analysis system is proposed. *e proposed system comprises two modules: (i)
case management and (ii) public security information mining. *e former is responsible for the collection and processing of
case information. *e latter preprocesses the data of major cases that have occurred in the past ten years to create a data
warehouse. *en, we use the model to create a data warehouse based on needs. By dividing the measurement values and
dimensions, the analysis and prediction of criminals’ characteristics and the case environment realize relationships between
them. In the process of mining and processing crime data, data mining algorithms can quickly find out the relevant
information in the data. Furthermore, the system can find out relevant trends and laws to detect criminal cases faster than
other methods. *is can reduce the emergence of new crimes and provide a basis for decision-making in the public security
department that has practical significance.

1. Introduction

With the accelerated development of modern technologies
like communication, computers, and big data (known as
high-tech), now other data mining and security technologies
are increasingly used in our daily life, thus driving us into an
information society [1]. However, illegal crimes have also
shown new characteristics. It can be said that modern illegal
and criminal acts are already in a period of rapid devel-
opment. It is not difficult to find that, with the improvement
of professionalization and high technology, cybercrimes,
high-tech crimes, and so on obviously have the character-
istics of the times. New criminal methods and forms of crime
are also constantly being updated. In this new situation, the
state has put forward two clear goals, namely, (a) request
police force from science and technology and (b) revitalize
police through science and technological education [2]. At

the end of the last century, under the modern economic and
social conditions, to achieve dynamic management and
combat crime, the Ministry of Public Security has not
hesitated to put forward the slogan “Strong Science and
Technology,” cultivate rapid response capabilities, and
formulate comprehensive start-up coordination. Under the
new situation, our operational strategy requires that we
make full use of technology, strengthen the police’s fight
against crime, and improve the solution efficiency of public
security work [3].

In the past ten years, the development process of the
informatization and construction of public security organs is
obvious to all, and progress has been made by leaps and
bounds. *e establishment of a public security informatization
network that is all-round and not leaking is “vertical and
horizontal to the end” [4]. All police types and businesses have
also fully implemented information management. Similarly,
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the accumulation of a large amount of business data and some
comprehensive applications are also underway. *e main
advantage of information management lies in the use of
advanced computer technology to effectively manage
existing information through certain methods, which in
turn improve law enforcement efficiency and prevent new
illegal behaviors. Finally, it can be very powerful to combat
and curb criminal acts. However, at present, the intelligent
analysis function is still almost in a blank state, so the
massive business data accumulated in the work is limited to
simple primary applications such as query, update, and
statistics [5]. Hence, how to use the data mining technology
to discover and use the hidden regular information behind
these data to serve various management works of the de-
partment and even provide scientifically valuable evidence
for the leadership to make decisions can be seen from this.
Moreover, providing the police with some useful technical
support and reliable references is an important subject that
we will explore to solve these problems.

In this paper, a public security information analysis
system, based on the data mining technology, is proposed
that consists of two modules: (i) case management module
and (ii) public security information mining. *e former
module is responsible for the collection and processing of
case information, and the latter module preprocesses the
data of major cases that have occurred in the past ten years to
create a data warehouse. By dividing the measurement
values and dimensions, the analysis and prediction of the
criminals’ characteristics and the case environment realizes a
detailed analysis of the existing relationship between the
environment and the type of case. *is paper studies how to
use the data mining technology to analyse the information of
criminals and find laws and trends of criminal behavior,
which is very important for improving (i) the ability of
antiterrorism decision-making, (ii) commanding, and (iii)
levels of comprehensive application of online information
and (iv) strengthening the construction of a modern public
security prevention and control system. *e principal
contributions of our work are as follows:

(i) We take the outbound and case data in the police
records

(ii) *rough multidimensional data modeling and
preprocessing (big data), we obtain some useful
information from the data

(iii) A police data warehouse is constructed, and a public
security information analysis system is proposed,
based on the data mining technology

(iv) A clustering algorithm divides instances into nat-
ural groups and distinguishes the hidden classes in
the data instead of using predicted instance classes

(v) We use the proposed model to create a data
warehouse based on the users’ needs

*e rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
we briefly discuss the related literature review. In Section 3,
we analyse the relevant technologies of public security in-
formation systems. In Section 4, we describe the public
security police information platform system and result

analysis. Finally, Section 5 illustrates the final thoughts and
several directions for future research.

2. Related Work

*e method of clustering in public security data has been
widely used. For example, Sun and Scanlon [6] have realized
the related modeling of the criminal behavior of sexual
assault through the method of clustering and self-organizing
mapping. Gupta et al. [7] have figured out a way to cluster
the investigation reports of crimes to achieve the purpose of
unearthing the criminals of the case. *e system can even
analyse the criminal life of criminals. It not only analyses the
correlation between cases and criminals but also realizes the
establishment of visual crime classifications through clus-
tering methods, and it can also realize construction by
analysing specific criminal gangs. *e main basis for the
filing of criminals is the duration, severity, frequency of
crime, and the nature of the crime. A relatively new com-
parison method is used to compare the similarity of all
criminals, then comprehensively consider the differences in
the four aspects to generate a variable distance matrix that
can describe the crime career, and finally realize the clus-
tering analysis.

In the past period, because criminal network analysis
is a very specific case, it has attracted a lot of attention.
Subsequently, the conceptual space method was also
proposed. *e purpose of this method is to extract the
relationship between crimes from the summary of the case
and generate a similar network of suspects. *rough the
weight of cooccurrence, by realizing the calculation of the
relative frequency of the suspect appearing in the same
case at the same time, the measurement of the strength of
the relationship between the two cases can be realized.
*rough the hierarchical clustering method, the criminal
network is divided into many subnetworks, and the in-
teraction mode between the subnetworks is determined by
the method of block modeling. *rough the related
measurement of the centrality, closeness, and proximity of
the network, the important members of the criminal
group can be found out. “CrimeNetExplorer” is a visu-
alization framework as well as an automated criminal
network analysis process [8]. Among them are the main
stages related to criminal network analysis, such as
structured analysis, criminal network creation, network
division, and network visualization.

2.1. Public Security InformationSystem. *e research on data
mining technology in the field of public security started
relatively late. But in recent years, with the advancement of
the processing police information, the number of police
officers has increased, and police work has begun to use data
mining and other related technologies. Kaur et al. [9]
suggested the method of establishing a public security data
warehouse, discussed how to mine public security data, and
realized the relevant analysis of data mining and the overall
framework of the public security data warehouse. Hossain
et al. [10] defined the relevant attributes of the case, applied
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the correlation matrix, and realized the discussion of the
relevant methods through the discovery model of the rel-
evant cases. Aiming at some relatively small-scale criminal
organizations, Li and Cui [11] have developed a way to
explore the relationship between criminal organizations
based on social networks. *e relationship mining of
criminal organizations is mainly to analyse the relationship
between the members of the criminal organization and
determine the key personnel in the criminal organization.

2.2.DataMiningTechnology. *rough the related academic
research on data mining, the police department’s ability to
enforce law and combat terrorism will be greatly im-
proved. Based on the specific characteristics of crime and
related security tools, data mining technologies mainly
include the following: information sharing and collabo-
ration, intelligent text mining, security association mining,
classification and clustering, spatial and temporal crime
pattern mining, and we analyzed criminal/terrorist net-
works in six areas [12]. Although the research on the use of
data mining technology in police work has been for a long
time, there are not many related documents, and there are
not many related research results. *ere are even a lot of
relevant data mainly for studying small areas, there is no
cooperative relationship between various studies, and the
application is mainly realized through some experiments
[4].

3. Analysis of Relevant Technologies for the
Public Security Information System

3.1. Overview of the DataMining Technology. Data mining is
also called analysing data, which uses semiautomatic or
automated tools to mine data and knowledge.*e process of
data mining is also more complicated. From the database
storing large amounts of data, multiple steps, such as
practical, previously unknown, and usable knowledge, are
mined. Each step constitutes a complete process. Finally, the
knowledge is used to make reasonable judgments and sci-
entific decision-making. *e main process of data mining is
shown in Figure 1.

*e general process of data mining technology is de-
scribed in Figure 1. In the whole data mining, the business
object is the basis to be studied, and data mining is carried
out around the business object. If researchers can focus on
the research business object, dig out the results and verify the
accuracy of the results and then data mining can be com-
pleted correctly [12]. *e contents of each step in the data
mining process are as follows.

3.1.1. Analysis of Business Objects. First, it is necessary to
clearly know what the goal of data mining is, and then the
premise is to clearly analyse the business problems. Al-
though it is impossible to predict the results of data mining,
the problems to be studied and analysed are obvious.
*erefore, you must be familiar with the business objects,
clarify the problems that need to be explored, and plan a
general direction.

3.1.2. Data Preparation

(i) Data selection: collect all the information of related
business objects, including internal information and
external information, select data suitable for data
mining from this information according to needs,
and make a good choice on the data.

(ii) Data preprocessing: after screening the required
data, estimate the quality of the data, compress the
data set as much as possible, then sample the data,
propose the types of mining operations that need to
be applied, and make full preparations for the next
analysis.

(iii) *e purpose of data conversion is to unify the data
types of the source data and the way in which the
values exist. For example, convert continuous data
into discrete classes and convert Boolean types into
integer classes.

3.1.3. Data Mining. After getting the converted data, the
next step is to mine. According to specific actual require-
ments, using appropriate algorithms to mine, it will auto-
matically finish the rest of the work and finally wait for the
result [13].

3.1.4. Analysis of Results. Analyse the results, evaluate, and
draw conclusions. *e analysis method generally selects
visualization technology and outputs in the form of text or
graphics. *is is determined by the operation set by the user.

3.1.5. Application Integration. Based on the knowledge of
the above steps, it can be found that if the integrated
knowledge is integrated into the organizational structure
and then put into the relevant business information system,
then the business information system can realize application
intelligence [14]. *e above steps are completed in stages,
each stage requires good professional staff in all aspects to
achieve, and these personnel can be roughly divided into
three categories:

(1) Proficient business personnel: such personnel are
required not only to be quite proficient in business
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Figure 1: Process of data mining.
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and analysing business objects but also to put for-
ward business requirements based on the charac-
teristics of each business object and to mine them in
a targeted manner so that business problems can be
classified as data information.

(2) Data proficient personnel: this type of personnel can
freely apply mathematical knowledge, can analyse
business technical knowledge data by themselves,
and can effectively extract value data information
and transform business requirements into data
mining for each step; you can also match the cor-
responding technology for the operation of each step
[15].

(3) Proficient in data management personnel: this type
of personnel is good at mastering data management
technology; they can collect various data to form a
data warehouse and can effectively use it.

*erefore, it can be known from the above that the
process of data mining is a process of collaboration among
professionals, and at the same time, it can be known that it is
a highly integrated and high-investment technical process.
Data mining needs to determine the requirements for data
definition and selection of mining algorithms by deter-
mining each business object, analyse the technology and
business of each stage of data mining, make timely ad-
justments, and finally make a scientific, clear, and reasonable
mining result explanation. At present, the peak of infor-
matization development is data mining, which also reflects
the value of the highest application point of informatization.

3.2. Clustering Algorithm. In data mining technology, the
clustering algorithm can be regarded as a very practical
algorithm. From the current point of view, it is a well-de-
served cluster analysis that is widely used in most appli-
cations, such as image processing, pattern recognition, data
processing, and market research [16]. As a large piece of data
mining technology clustering algorithm, it divides instances
into natural groups and then distinguishes the hidden classes
in the data, instead of using predicted instance classes.
Cluster analysis can be used as an independent tool to obtain
the approximate distribution of data and analyse each
collection of data that combines similar properties. *ese
collections can also be called clusters. Clustering analysis can
map out some of the operating mechanisms of some in-
stances in certain fields and create different connections and
different relationships between the instances.

In the clustering algorithm, it is mainly necessary to
determine the standard to measure the cluster centre and
similarity. *e clustering algorithm is different from the
classification in data mining technology. *e classification is
the class stored in the known target database. What needs to
be done is to extract and classify each record; the difference
but similarity is that in the cluster. In the class algorithm,
clustering is run without knowing the number of clusters in
the target database. Its purpose is to classify all data. Under
this classification, standards are specified based on attributes
so that these data can be clustered. Minimize between and

maximize between different clusters. In fact, the similarity of
most class algorithms in clustering algorithms is related to
distance. *e reason is that there are quite a lot of data types
in the database, so how to measure the distance between two
nonnumeric fields? *e discussion on this issue is also very
intense, and many researchers have proposed similar al-
gorithms. Each cluster obtained by cluster analysis can be
treated uniformly in many applications. Clustering analysis
algorithms can be classified into hierarchical method, split
method, density-based method, and model-based method,
and so on.

Generally, N-dimensional “space” is involved when
using cluster analysis. *is space can be used to solve the
measurement problem. When performing data mining on
clusters in N-dimensional space, the first thing to do is to
survey the distance between the data and the data. Com-
monly used measurement methods include Minkowski
distance, Manhattan distance, and Euclidean distance [17].
*e measurement method of Minkowski distance is as
follows:

s(a, b) � Xa − Xb
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b represent
n-dimensional data objects; when the database represents
the ith record, there are n fields. Obviously, when using
formula (1) to calculate the distance, to make the field meet
the requirements, these fields must be processed. Of course,
some applications do not make too many requirements for
these fields. When r in formula (1) is 1, the distance is also
called Manhattan distance. When the value of r is 2, the
distance is called Euclidean distance. In the clustering al-
gorithm, the weight of some data depends on the weight and
lightness for a specific situation; for example, when it is
necessary to implement cluster analysis of lost customers,
the time since the last time the customer purchased the
product should be given a very heavyweight. *e weighted
distance is shown in formula (2). Calculation method is as
follows:
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where w represents ‖Xa − Xb‖1/r, the weight of the total
distance; when it is between 0 and n, the sum of all weights is
1. *e clustering methods we generally use often include
hierarchical clustering, grid clustering, partition clustering,
density clustering, and simulated clustering.

3.3. Decision Tree Algorithm. Decision tree refers to the use
of a tree structure to represent the decision set or the
classification of data according to different data character-
istics. *e law is generated through data and the law is
discovered. *is is an effective method of supervising and
inductive learning. In other words, the decision tree is a tree
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structure to represent the decision-making process, which
can show the rules of what value should be obtained under
certain similar conditions. Under normal circumstances,
one event can cause two or more events and get different
results. From this feature, the structure of the decision tree is
from top to bottom, which is like a flowchart [18]. *e top
node of the tree is the beginning of the entire decision tree,
also called the root node. Each branch of the tree represents a
new decision output, and the child nodes on each node
represent related attribute tests. We use decision-making
related algorithms to pass and derive the number of child
nodes.

*e key to the problem is how to construct a decision
tree model, that is, to build a decision tree. *e process is
roughly divided into two stages: the first is the tree-building
stage, which is also called the recursive process, to obtain a
tree; the second is the pruning stage, which aims to reduce
the fluctuations caused by the noise in the training set.

3.3.1. Building a Tree. Usually, an important index to
measure the quality of a node’s split is based on the in-
formation gain. If a split has the highest information gain,
then this is a split plan. Shannon proposed the theory of
information and defined information (i.e., the amount of
information) and Entropy as shown in

Inf i � log
1
pi

 , (3)

Enti � 
i

pilog
1
pi

 . (4)

*e term refers to a weighted average of the information
volume of the system, that is, the average information
volume of the system, and the information volume is the
principle of the information gain index. Because the tree-
building algorithm is a recursive process, only one of the
splitting methods is needed to discuss and study the specific
node N. Suppose that the training set pointing to N is S. *is
training set implicitly contains m different classes, dis-
tinguishing different classes C (i� 1, 2, . . ., m). Let Si be the
number of like data in S; before splitting, the original is

E ci(  � 
i

pilog
1
pi

 , (5)

where pi is any sample of the probability belonging to Ci.
Since the information is encoded in binary, a logarithmic
function with base 2 is set. According to the above formula, it
is easy to get the total number, which is a weighted average.

3.3.2. Pruning. *e most used method in pruning is the
statistical method, which cuts off some branches that are not
edged or even noise. *ere are many methods of pruning,
usually the following two methods:

(i) Synchronous Pruning. When building a tree, if cer-
tain requirements are met, such as information gain
or effective statistics reaching a preset threshold, the

node stops splitting, and the internal node is
regarded as a node on a leaf. Take the class with the
highest frequency in the subset as the sign of the leaf
node’s self, and then store these instance probabil-
ities to distribute the function.

(ii) Hysteresis Pruning. When building a tree, when the
independent data in the training set is included in
the decision tree and reaches the node if the class
label of the training data is different from the class
label of the leaf node, then it is called classification
error. After the establishment of the tree is com-
pleted, the algorithm calculates the probability of
each possible error branch passing through each
internal node by weighted average and calculates the
error rate instead of cutting the node. Because
clipping can reduce their error rate, it is necessary to
cut all branches under this node.*is node is called a
leaf. *e error rate can be used to verify the test data
independently included in the training set data, and
the result is a decision tree with a minimized error
rate.

4. Results Analysis

Under the protection of the security guarantee system, the
public security police information platform comprehen-
sively uses mainstream IT technologies such as server vir-
tualization technology and middleware technology and
builds a portal site, web application service layer, and da-
tabase service layer based on the service architecture (design
model), data storage, and backup layer and other four-layer
structures. In Figure 2, the portal website is the unified
entrance to the public security police information network
and is an application system leading to public security in-
formation resources. *e police have passed unified identity
authentication and access control access to information
resources with the single sign-on management system (PKI/
PM) [18]; the web application service layer provides the web
services and application servers required by the police in-
formation system. *e web server will be based on the
specific business needs of the police system. *e functional
components of the business logic layer are packaged into
web services, and the web services provide business logic
functions to the presentation layer for users to access; the
database service layer provides the operating environment
for the database system, and a well-designed database can
ensure the stability and reliability of the system. *e op-
eration of the data storage and backup layer provides a
unified storage, backup, and recovery management func-
tions for the public security information resource database.
*e data lost in the system can be restored in the shortest
time. It is composed of storage area network, cluster tech-
nology, dual-system hot backup, storage management
software, and other components.

*e security assurance system includes equipment se-
curity, supporting software security, network system secu-
rity, application system security, data transmission and
reception security, and computer room environment se-
curity.*e construction of a security protection systemmust
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proceed from all aspects, closely combining organization,
strategy, operation, and technology to form an all-round and
integrated security protection system, so that the security of
the police information platform can be truly guaranteed.

*is system uses data mining technology to establish a
data mart. *e data comes from the information system of
various functional departments of the public security organs
and the criminal public security information analysis system.
Based on the characteristics of the public security business, we
use the very powerful SQL Server 2012 to implement the data
processing process [19]. *e SQL Server 2012 structure level
type and new aspects, functions, and improvements can
achieve multiple levels even in the same dimension. *e
establishment demonstratesmultiple face-to-face dimensions,
improves the ability to analyse multidimensional data sets,
and improves the effect of multidimensional analysis.
Microsoft SQL Server 2012 is an engine that provides a re-
lational database, which can realize the storage of related case
information and the establishment of a data warehouse.
Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Integration Services development
kit can load data, convert data, extract data, and other
functions. Microsoft SQL Server also has the function of
analysing data. It puts the data in the data warehouse through
a series of processing and then puts it into a multidimensional
cube so that analysts can easily analyse and query the data.*e
software system is implemented using Lava programming
language, MyEclipse is used for development tools, and SQL
Server 2012 is used for storage database.

4.1. Data Preprocessing. *e role of ETL (Extraction-
Transformation-Loading), that is, extraction, transforma-
tion, and loading, is to select and extract data from messy,

inconsistent, and distributed data sources (including plane
data, relational data, and logical data) to temporary layer,
adjust dirty data, clean lengthy, convert format, integrate
data, and finally load and unload the processed results in the
target data warehouse. ETL processed result set provides a
basic guarantee for online processing and data mining,
whether ETL Success is related to the success or failure of the
entire project, and it is also the most critical part of the
project. According to the current experience of building data
warehouses, when mining data warehouses, the entire
process of ETL generally takes upmost of the time, and when
the amount of data is large, it may take longer. *erefore, we
should pay more attention to it.

*e entire process of ETL takes a long time and is very
complicated, so the process needs to be managed. Man-
agement includes a series of operations such as ETL
scheduling, error handling, management, and logging. At
present, most ETL tools manage the process. To ensure high-
efficiency operation, ETL generally runs in an automated
manner in the background, so reasonable planning must be
made. If the process fails, then we must intervene artificially.
*erefore, bothmanagement and scheduling are particularly
important in the entire ETL process. *e Microsoft SQL
Server 2012 Integration Services (SSIS) used in this paper is a
relatively common modern ETL software that can produce a
platform such as the main solution for high-performance
data warehouses (including data warehouse conversion,
extraction, and loading (ETL)) [20].

4.2. Detection of Crime Distribution in Public Security In-
formation City. *e type and quantity of urban crimes re-
flect the state of urban social security to some extent. When
the social security situation occurs or is about to change, the
distribution type and value of urban crime will also change
accordingly. To conduct a comprehensive analysis of the
urban social security situation and judge the current social
security situation and changes, it is first necessary to pre-
process the original data, extract valuable information from
it, and classify redundant data and meaningless statistics.
Eliminate and obtain the category that accords with the
objective law, then find the characteristic that can describe
the city’s comprehensive public security situation in the
complicated urban crime statistics, and analyse and extract
the inherent characteristics implied by the crime data.*is is
the basis and premise of the relevant research in this thesis,
and its quality is directly related to the effect and accuracy of
the judgment of the social security situation.

*is paper designs the following experiments to analyse
the urban crime case data: (1) analyse and calculate the
distribution characteristics of the annual case data of a
certain type of case; (2) calculate the statistical distribution
characteristics of the monthly case data; (3) calculate the
statistical distribution characteristics of monthly cumulative
case data; (4) comparatively analyse the data characteristics.

Since the number of days in 12months is different, this
paper takes 30 days as a standard month. Part of the original
data is shown in Figure 3. In the experiment, the distribution
characteristics of theft cases within 30 days were calculated
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by sliding with 15 days as a unit from 30 days. *e experi-
mental results are shown in Figure 4. In the experiment, it was
calculated every 30 days (the last month was set to 36 days).
*e distribution characteristics of the accumulated data of
theft cases and the experimental results are shown in Figure 5.

*rough data processing and calculation, the chart
shown in Figure 6 can be obtained, which can be compared
with the daily statistical value, the statistical analysis value in
units of 30 days, and the incremental statistical analysis value
every 30 days. Figure 6 shows the total number of thefts in a
city, as of records from the year 2019, and the mean values
that are mapped to a Poisson distribution. Our investigation
and observations from the datasets are discussed in the
following paragraphs.

From the data analysis in the figure, we obtained the
following observations and findings:

(i) Overall, the average Poisson distribution of crime
incident data is relatively stable, fluctuating slightly
around 5.12. In terms of the incident data of a
certain type of case, the Poisson distribution better
describes its mathematical characteristics, the dis-
tribution characteristics of different periods remain
relatively stable and are affected by the crime in-
cident data for a period, and the performance is a
small fluctuation. *erefore, the Poisson distribu-
tion of urban crime statistics is used to describe its
internal law, and the mean of the Poisson distri-
bution over a certain period is used to quantitatively
describe its characteristics.

(ii) *e change in the mean value of the Poisson dis-
tribution describing the crime distribution is not
sensitive to the statistics at a specific moment (e.g.,
there were 18 high-incidence cases at time 12, and
the mean value of the Poisson distribution was
basically unaffected), which shows that the char-
acteristic data is not sensitive to occasional dis-
turbances and changes accordingly only when the
signal lasts for a period. *erefore, using the mean
value as a feature can better prevent the occasional
disturbance statistic from interfering with the fea-
ture, and the mean value can better reflect the
overall trend of the statistic.

(iii) *e variation range of the historical cumulative
statistics of the Poisson distribution is much lower
than that of the monthly statistics [21]. *is shows
that as the time range increases, the Poisson dis-
tribution tends to a certain steady state. However,
within a certain period, its distribution
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characteristics have changed significantly. *is puts
forward requirements for how to determine the
period for calculating the eigenvalues of the Poisson
distribution.

4.3. Experimental Detection of Feature Vector of Decision Tree
Algorithm. *e contradiction between the new require-
ments of public security information construction and the
traditional business data separation model is increasingly
prominent under the background of “intelligence infor-
mation dominates police affairs.” Building a comprehensive
application platform for police information that collects
various types of police, various businesses, and various types
of data has become one of the new goals of public security
information construction. In this general environment,
various types of data are highly concentrated and highly
integrated, which provides a good data foundation for public
security information analysis and research and judgment.
Compared with the previous comprehensive analysis and
intelligence research and judgment, the allocation of re-
search and design costs has changed a lot [22].

Unification, data transmission security, centralized
collaboration of distributed data, and other important
contents in the past information analysis and judgment
almost no longer need to be considered under the new
application platform, and most of its main energy and re-
sources can be transferred to the analysis and processing of
information; it provides great convenience for large-scale
data processing and large-scale information analysis.
According to the foregoing, the following experiments are
carried out on the statistics of the high incidence of urban
crime cases: (1) Starting from January 1, 2019, at intervals of
5 days, the mean of the Poisson distribution fitting is per-
formed on the 30-day case data. (2) Starting from January 1,
2019, with 30 days as the base, 10 days of data are added for
each statistics, and then the mean value of Poisson distri-
bution fitting is performed.

*e experimental results are shown in Figure 7, com-
bining the experimental results of the previous experiment
(for theft case statistics), it can be found that the average data
of the crime statistics distribution basically stabilized after

about 30 days after the start of the statistics, and after 60
days, the average was approximately a straight line. At this
point, it can be considered that the impact of historical data
on current data is small enough.

A comparison chart of statistical feature quantities of
theft cases designed according to the above algorithm is
shown in Figure 8. Among them, series 1 is historical
cumulative data, series 2 is 30-day periodic data, and series
3 is data considering exponentially weighted decay. Ob-
viously, most of the status of series 3 data is between series 1
and series 2; that is, series 3 is affected by current statistical
values and historical statistical values when changing.
Furthermore, we observed that series 3 better reflects the
influence of historical data and current data on charac-
teristic data.

5. Conclusions and Future Research Directions

*e public security information analysis and mining system
is an auxiliary analysis system, which can meet the relevant
needs of public security and police affairs, and is a related
expansion based on the data mining of case information.
*is paper starts from the application of data mining
technology in police work, combining public security
business and rich experience in case handling, to research
and design a more common data mining system. *e suc-
cessful establishment of this system means that the inves-
tigative thinking of case-handling personnel is broader, and
the case can be handled with higher efficiency than the
manual system. *e practice has proved that, through the
technology of data mining, the relevant crime data in the
public security information database can be processed and
mined, and some related information contained in the data
can be quickly found, trends and laws can be found, and
cases can be solved as soon as possible. It can effectively
reduce the probability of new crimes. It can provide relevant
decision-making and basis for police work, which has very
important practical significance [11, 23]. *e research in this
paper is the application of data mining technology in public
security and the establishment of a case analysis mining
system. *e practice has proved that this design and
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implementation method is very effective and can meet the
requirements of the police in handling cases.

*is type of decision is made by an experiment, but an
important question is whether, overall, there is a need to
design and craft secure machine learning algorithms that
way which can balance three aspects that are performance
overhead, security optimization, and performance general-
ization. Other clustering techniques along with decision
support systems should be used to further investigate the
validity of our findings [22, 24]. Despite the use of machine
learning, simple methods like regression analysis and their
impact on the proposed system will be of great importance.
Deep learning methods including LSTM, CNN, and GCN
would also be considered as potential future work [11].
Finally, other related datasets should be used to generalize
the findings of our research.
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